In this issue of the European Journal of Nuclear Medicine, Castello et al. [1] performed a retrospective analysis in 168 metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC) patients who underwent 223 RaCl 2. All patients presented bone metastases and 34% of these patients had concomitant visceral and/or nodal metastases. Authors evaluated the prognostic impact of PSA flare on overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) in this cohort. This is the first study specifically designed to assess the presence and the influence of PSA flare in patients undergoing alpha-emitting radiopharmaceuticals.
The PSA flare is a well-known phenomenon observed in several studies in the course of systemic therapies, including hormonal therapies (especially luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (LHRH) agonist), new androgen receptor targeted therapies (abiraterone acetate or enzalutamide) and taxane-based chemotherapy (either docetaxel or cabazitaxel) [2] . A transient PSA rise followed by a decrease of PSA below the baseline can be considered a temporary flare-up. The cause of such flare has only been postulated. Many suggest that it could be caused by PSA release from lysed cells. However, the aberrant activation of the androgen receptor or the transactivation of the androgen receptor induced by corticosteroids have been suggested as the possible cause responsible for PSA flare-up during systemic therapy [3] . Other explanations are related to cellular heterogeneity and diversity in terms of drug sensitivity, cell cycle kinetics, and PSA expression [4] .
The development of PSA flare does not influence diseasespecific outcomes. Its incidence is attested in 5-30% of patients receiving LHRH agonist and in 8-20% of patients receiving chemotherapy [2, 5] . As treatment of mCRPC becomes more complex, and definitions of progression on treatment continue to evolve, referring physicians must be aware of this laboratory pattern to avoid unnecessary discontinuation of these therapies based on early PSA change alone.
Castello et al. [1] confirmed the presence of PSA flare-up also in mCRPC patients treated with alpha-emitting radiopharmaceuticals ( 223 RaCl 2 ). Although there is no agreed definition on the extent of the following PSA decline to be considered as a flare after an initial rise in PSA, a flare followed by a decrease below the baseline is generally considered the most accepted definition. According to these criteria, authors observed PSA flare-up in 11.9% of their population. In the flare group, OS and PFS were considerably better than in the nonresponder group. These results are consistent with data obtained in mCRPC patients undergoing abiraterone or taxanebased chemotherapies [2, 3, 5, 6] . 233 RaCl 2 preferentially targets new bone growth surrounding bone metastases while emitting alpha particles within the tumour microenvironment. Whereas beta particles generate primarily single-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid breaks that may be overcome by cellular repair mechanisms, alpha particles have high linear energy transfer with enhanced ability to induce lethal double-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid breaks, thus eliciting greater cytotoxic effects on bone-metastatic tumour sites [7] . Accordingly, Castello et al. hypothesized that PSA flare during 233 RaCl 2 treatment is due to PSA release from tumour cell lysis, and may correspond to a high degree of tumour cell death. However, the concomitant administration of therapies, including hormonal therapy, can be responsible for the PSA flare-up in this patient-series, through the This Editorial Commentary refers to the article https://doi.org/10.1007/ s00259-018-4051-y activation of the androgen receptor. Nevertheless, regardless of the mechanisms involved, 233 RaCl 2 therapy should not be discontinued after an early and transient PSA rise. The PSA flare induced by alpha-emitting therapy during, at least, the first 2 months of treatment (one to two cycles), does not represent a proven sign of disease progression.
Since the introduction of PSA screening, prostate cancer diagnosis and management have been guided by this biomarker based on the assumption that PSA levels have been shown to be associated with disease burden [8] . However, this correlation becomes more complicated in advanced disease states that are characterized by increasing disease cells heterogeneity, due to the complex mechanisms involved in the development of castration-resistant prostate cancer [9] . Furthermore, recent studies have described the presence of active visceral metastases not producing PSA [10] . For these reasons, the Prostate Cancer Clinical Trial Working Group 3 (PCWG3) suggest also using other blood-based markers (e.g., alkaline phosphatase, lactate dehydrogenase, and circulating tumour cells) to follow up patients treated with systemic treatment [11] .
At present, the usefulness of imaging for monitoring the response to therapy in mCRPC patients is being debated [12] . Bone scan (either sodium-fluoride PET or bone scintigraphy) is widely used in clinical practice, and has been proposed in some studies [13] for predicting the response to bone-targeted therapy, especially alpha-emitting radiopharmaceuticals. However, this imaging modality evaluates only the skeletal involvement by prostate cancer metastases. Thus, the eventual progression of the disease in other sites cannot be assessed. Furthermore, its efficacy is impaired by the bone scan flare phenomenon (the development of new lesions on a first follow-up scan that may actually do not represent disease progression). Recently, highly successful results have been obtained targeting the prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA), both for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. PSMA-11 PET/CT outperformed choline PET/CT in patients presenting PSA failure after radical therapy [14] , but its role in later stages has not been extensively validated. On the other hand, in advanced stages of the disease the use of PSMAligands as therapeutic agent is gaining importance. Radionuclide treatment with 177Lu -PSMA-617 has high response rates, low toxic effects, and reduction of pain in men with mCRPC who have progressed after conventional treatments [15] . Thus, PSMA may represent the ideal in-vivo biomarker for theranostic purposes in prostate cancer. At present, the incidence of PSA flare in patients treated with PSMAbased radioligand therapy (either with beta or alpha emitters) has not been reported in large patient-series. However, the presence of this phenomenon is largely predictable also in those patients treated with this innovative therapy.
PCWG3 suggest that early PSA rise should be ignored before 12 weeks of treatment in determining PSA response [11] . Accordingly, there is an unmet need to assess the early response to therapy in order to minimize patient exposure to ineffective therapy. The availability of a diagnostic procedure able to assess the response to therapy accurately and at an early stage may have an important impact on mCRPC management. Although PSMA PET/CT cannot completely replace bone scan for detecting active osteoblastic lesions in patients treated with alpha-emitting radiopharmaceuticals, PSMA PET/CT may help with better treatment planning. Patients with undetected nodal or visceral metastases or bone-marrow involvement should be restaged and addressed to the most tailored treatment strategy. In addition to this approach providing an improvement in life expectancy, the collateral effects, toxicity, and costs of futile therapy will be reduced.
In conclusion, the presence of PSA flare has been described also in mCRPC patients treated with 223 RaCl 2 [1] . Considering the heterogeneity of PSA expression in advanced prostate cancer, this biomarker is less reliable in advanced stages of the disease. The role of PSMA PET imaging in this scenario has not been extensively explored, but deserves more attention in the light of the increasing interest of this radiopharmaceuticals as a therapeutic agent.
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